WIN THE ULTIMATE STUDY PACK COMPETITION
TERMS & CONDITIONS

Information on how to enter and prizes are included in the conditions of entry below.

1. METHOD OF ENTRY
To enter, visitors need to create a personalised plan using the Open Day planner online at www.cdu.edu.au/openday or via the CDU Events App. Once visitors have registered their details via the login in page, they will automatically enter the draw to win the Ultimate Study Pack.

2. COMPETITION PERIOD
The competition period runs on Friday 22 July, 2016 (8am) and close on Sunday 21 August, 2016 (5pm). Entrants may pre-register prior to Open Day in order to prepare their personalised Open Day plan.

3. THE COMPETITION:
- Visitors who complete an Open Day Planner online or via the CDU Events App will receive one entry into the draw.

4. CONDITIONS FOR VALID ENTRY:
- Entry is open to all members of the general public who attend CDU Open Day on Sunday 21 August 2016, 10am – 2pm.
- Employees of Charles Darwin University and their immediate family can register and prepare their personalised Open Day schedule but are not eligible to receive prizes.
- Entry is limited to one per person.
- Entries will be deemed to be accepted at the time of receipt and not at the time of transmission. Incomplete or incomprehensible entries will be deemed invalid. No responsibility will be taken for lost, late or misdirected entries.
- By lodging your contact details you have agreed that you have read the terms and conditions that form a part of this competition.
- Your contact details will only be used for the purpose of running this competition.
- Entries placed outside the competition period, as stated in these terms and conditions, will not be valid.
The Promoter (Charles Darwin University), in its absolute discretion, reserves the right to verify the validity of all entries and to disqualify any entrant who tampers with the entry process, or submits an entry that is not in accordance with these conditions of entry.

If for any reasons this competition is not capable of running as planned as a result of (including but not limited to) technical failures, unauthorised intervention, fraud or any other causes beyond the control of the Promoter, the Promoter reserves the right to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the competition.

The Promoter reserves the right to request the winner to provide proof of identity at the nominated prize delivery address.

Identification considered suitable for verification is at the discretion of the Promoter.

5. NATURE AND VALUE OF THE PRIZES:

First Prize – Ultimate Study Pack
1 x Asus F555YA X0047T Notebook
1 x HP Envy 5530 All-In-One Printer
1 x Logitech z313 Speaker System
1 x Logitech H540 USB Headset
1 x Logitech M545 Wireless Mouse Black
1 x Case Logic 15” Laptop Sleeve Black
1 x Seagate Expansion 1TB Slim Portable Hard Drive
1 x Kaspersky Total Security
1 x Microsoft Office Home and Student
1 x CDU Backpack

Runner Up Prizes
5 X Nikon Coolpix Waterproof Camera S33

- The total prize pool is valued at $1920.00
- The prizes will be provided by Charles Darwin University.
- Prizes are not transferrable and cannot be exchanged for cash.
- Prizes must be collected from the Office of Media, Advancement and Community Engagement (MACE), Building Orange 12, Level 3, Charles Darwin University by Friday 25 September 2016. Failure to do so will result in a redraw for that prize.

6. THE DRAW:
- The draw will take place at the Office of Media, Advancement & Community Engagement, Orange 12, Level 3, Charles Darwin University, Casuarina campus at 3.00pm, Monday 22, August 2016.
• Entrants are not required to be present at the draw.
• All valid entries will go into the draw and the winners will be selected at random.
• The results of the draw are final and no correspondence will be entered into.
• Charles Darwin University reserves the right to alter or cancel any aspect of this promotion at any time.
• Charles Darwin University reserves the right to use publicity photos, in any reasonable manner they see fit, unless that person advises Charles Darwin University at the time of entering the promotion that they wish to retain their anonymity. Prize winners also acknowledge that their photo may be used for a promotional display at Charles Darwin University or on the Charles Darwin University website.

7. PRIVACY:
• CDU respects the privacy of all entrants and contact details will only be used to contact winners for each prize.
• By placing an entry in the prize draw you consent to your name being announced on the CDU Open Day website – www.cdu.edu.au/openday.

8. NAME & ADDRESS OF PROMOTOR:
The Promoter is:
Charles Darwin University
Office of Media, Advancement and Community Engagement
Ellengowan Drive, Northern Territory, Darwin, 0909.